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Biological systems are exceedingly complex. The unraveling of the genome in plants and humans
revealed fewer than the anticipated number of genes. Therefore, other processes such as the
regulation of gene expression, the action of gene products, and the metabolic networks resulting
from catalytic proteins must make fundamental contributions to the remarkable diversity inherent in
living systems. Metabolomics is a relatively new approach aimed at improved understanding of these
metabolic networks and the subsequent biochemical composition of plants and other biological
organisms. Analytical tools within metabolomics including mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can profile the impact of time, stress, nutritional status,
and environmental perturbation on hundreds of metabolites simultaneously resulting in massive,
complex data sets. This information, in combination with transcriptomics and proteomics, has the
potential to generate a more complete picture of the composition of food and feed products, to optimize
crop trait development, and to enhance diet and health. Selected presentations from an American
Chemical Society symposium held in March 2005 have been assembled to highlight the emerging
application of metabolomics in agriculture.
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INTRODUCTION
Beginning with Gregor Mendel (1822-1884), who described

the inheritance of phenotypic traits in peas (Pisum satiVum), to

the classic publication, in 1953, of a proposed structure for DNA
by James D. Watson and Francis Crick (1), critical technical
and conceptual breakthroughs in our understanding of the basic
biochemical, genetic and physiological processes of living
systems have occurred over the past 100 years (2). In 2000, 47
years after Watson and Crick’s paper, the full sequence of the
Arabidopsis thalianagenome was published (3) followed in
2001 by publication of the human genome (4).

Although the complete DNA sequence ofArabidopsis
thaliana is known, only a fraction of that sequence has been
functionally characterized (5). Much remains to be discovered
and understood before the molecular phenotype ofArabidopsis
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can be fully described. Approaches to associating a gene with
function have typically focused on quantitative and qualitative
analyses of the various gene expression productssmRNA,
proteins, and small molecule metabolites. Assignment of gene
function is essential because it is the prerequisite for a more
complete understanding of a cell, tissue, or biological organism.

Metabolomics is a promising new approach aimed at facilitat-
ing an improved understanding of the dynamic biochemical
composition within living systems. This knowledge will prove
to be fundamental to systems biology approaches, which attempt
to synergistically integrate DNA, RNA, protein, and metabolite
analyses along with phenotypic, morphological, clinical, and
other biological data to provide a more holistic overview of a
living system. It may also have potential in optimizing trait
development in agricultural products and in biorefining. As with
transcriptomics and proteomics, analytical tools within metabo-
lomics can yield massive data sets. Data acquisition instruments
typically used, such as NMR or MS, can rapidly profile the
impact of time, stress, nutritional status, and environmental
perturbation on hundreds of metabolites simultaneously. This
can potentially generate a more complete picture of composition
than traditional plant biochemistry and natural products ap-
proaches.

Agricultural crops are increasingly viewed as a source or
starting point for a plant-based economy, potential input to a
biorefinery in which all parts of the plant are processed and
used to yield (1) food, both traditional and those with enhanced
nutritional, safety, stability, processability and other desirable
characteristics to meet current and projected consumer needs
worldwide; (2) industrial products, including polymers, fibers,
latex, industrial oils, and packaging materials, as well as basic
chemical building blocks; and (3) fuels, such as hydrogen,
methane, ethanol, and biodiesel (6-9).

The Agrochemical Division of the American Chemical
Society sponsored a symposium at the ACS National Meeting,
March 16, 2005 in San Diego, CA, titled “Applications of
Metabolomics in Agriculture”. The symposium, organized by
William Ridley of Monsanto Co. and James Seiber of the
Western Regional Research Center, USDA/ARS, addressed
methods for the rapid detection, identification, and quantification
of small molecules and metabolites within a sample and the
potential relevance of such results. The purpose of the sympo-

sium was to assemble key international research scientists to
provide an appreciation of the technical challenges associated
with metabolomics, its current application in agriculture in terms
of plant biochemistry and food and environmental safety, and
its potential to be used as a tool to improve nutrition, diet, and
health. The following sections summarize selected presentations
and describe their significance. This paper does not attempt to
comprehensively cover all applications of metabolomics in
agriculture but rather to highlight areas of special interest to
the participants in the symposium.

UNDERSTANDING METABOLIC PATHWAYS THROUGH
METABOLITE ANALYSES

Metabolites are often simply viewed as one of the end-
products of gene expression and protein activity. It is increas-
ingly understood that metabolites themselves modulate macro-
molecular processes through, for example, feedback inhibition
and as signaling molecules. Metabolomic studies are therefore
intended to provide an integrated view of the functional status
of an organism. Richard Dixon has partnered with colleagues
at the Noble Foundation, Lloyd Sumner and Xiaoqiang Wang,
to integrate a metabolomic platform with natural product
expertise and structural biology and genomics capabilities, a
program coordinated through the Center for Plant Natural
Product and Metabolomic Research (CPNPMR). The CPNPMR
seeks to utilize this “systems biology” platform to understand
the regulation of natural product syntheses, identify novel
pathways of isoflavonoid and triterpene metabolism, and provide
new information on pathway regulation by transcription factors
(10-12). Ongoing initiatives are presented inTable 1.

As a new and maturing science, metabolomics is confronted
by immense challenges related to data acquisition (20). Me-
tabolites represent a diverse range of structures, physicochemical
properties, stabilities, and abundances. A key consideration in
effective metabolomic pursuits is, therefore, the establishment
of an optimal balance between quantitative accuracy and the
range of metabolites measured. To address issues related to
metabolome data acquisition, Lloyd Sumner of the Noble
Foundation has designed a strategy that utilizes sequential or
selective extraction of plant tissues followed by parallel data
acquisition on each extract. This parallel analysis is designed

Table 1. Metabolomics Initiatives at the Noble Foundation CPNPMR

program rationale and progress ref

biotic and abiotic
elcitors in
Medicago truncatula
cell cultures

combined with the results of DNA microarray analyses, metabolomics has helped to reveal novel pathways
of isoflavonoid and triterpene secondary metabolism in addition to providing new information on
pathway regulation by transcription factors and control of vacuolar storage of secondary metabolites

13−17

Medicago truncatula
natural variants
(“ecotypes”)

the goal is to determine natural quantitative and qualitative variations in secondary metabolites that can be
related to their genetic bases, thus facilitating pathway gene discovery

gene annotation in
Medicago truncatula

integrating metabolite and transcript profiling to complement genetic approaches for assigning function to the
many genes that encode enzymes that “decorate” or otherwise modify natural products such
glycosyltransferases, O-methyltransferases, acyltransferases, and cytochrome P450s

15

lignin biosynthesis studies on metabolite accumulation in transgenic alfalfa lines down-regulated in a variety of enzymatic steps
in the lignin pathway have revealed the regulatory architecture of the pathway and the specific sites
of involvement of the candidate biosynthetic genes

18

gene function in trans-
genic legumes

metabolic profiling may serve as a powerful tool for addressing “substantial equivalence” between transgenic
and nongenetically modified plants; profiling of transgenic alfalfa plants, coupled with DNA micro-
array analysis, has shown that genetic introduction of the isoflavone phytoestrogen genistein into
alfalfa leaves is “neutral” in terms of activation of additional pathways

19

metabolome of plant
glandular trichomes

metabolite profiles for trichomes from plants such as tobacco, tomato, and hops are being generated; these data will
be integrated with EST sequence data from cDNA libraries representing trichome-expressed
transcripts to support discovery of the genes involved in the biosynthesis of the trichome bioactives

20
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to provide a comprehensive view of the metabolome and utilize
an arsenal of analytical techniques including gas chromatography
(GC)-mass spectrometry (MS), high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC)-MS, and capillary electrophoresis (CE)-
MS.

Sequential and selective extraction is intended to generate
discrete manageable classes of physicochemically related com-
pounds, thereby optimizing the accuracy of data acquisition by
facilitating the use of parallel analytical profiling techniques
specific for a given metabolite class. Methods are currently being
employed or developed for most primary and secondary plant
metabolites including soluble sugars, sugar phosphates, complex
carbohydrates, amino acids, organic acids, alcohols, lipids,
sterols, phenylpropanoids (including flavonoids), lignins, and
triterpene saponins.

A major challenge for this type of approach is the integration
of multiple data sets reporting not only metabolite information
but also detailed transcript and proteomic profiling data. In
collaboration with the group of Pedro Mendes at the Virginia
Bioinformatics Institute, Dixon, Sumner, and colleagues have
populated and developed DOME (database forOMEs) to store
and allow for interrogation of functional genomics data includ-
ing, but not limited to, DNA microarray data, protein fragment
mass spectral data from 2D gel separations, and metabolite levels
determined by MS after separation by GC, LC, or CE (21). The
DOME database will become publicly available in 2006.
Additional databases and programs that allow integration of
metabolite with transcript data are AraCyc (http://arabidop-
sis.org/tools/aracyc/) (22), MAPMAN (23), and KaPPA-View
(http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/kappa-view/) (24).

In a manner analogous to that pursued by the CPNPMR,
David Gang and colleagues, at the University of Arizona, have
sought to elucidate the biosynthetic pathways that produce novel
and important specialized metabolites in aromatic plants, to
uncover the mechanisms responsible for the evolution of these
pathways, and to understand the function of a given natural
product within the biology and physiology of a given plant
species (25-28). This group has conducted metabolic profiling
experiments using selected lines and tissues of ginger (Zingiber
officinaleRosc.), turmeric (Curcuma longaL.), and sweet basil
(Ocimum basiliumL.) and described the complexity of metabolic
pathways that can exist in such plants. In addition, aromatic
plant Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) databases from ginger and
turmeric tissues and from sweet basil glandular trichomes have
been assembled and used to identify several genes involved in
the production of these specialized metabolites in these plants.
The expression profiles of genes in various tissues and at various
stages of development coupled with LC-MS and GC-MS
metabolic profiling are now being pursued to characterize genes
involved in the production and regulation of specialized
metabolites (29,30). The long-term goal is to use this knowledge
for rational custom-designed breeding by classical methods as
well as the application of genetic engineering techniques to
improve and develop new aromatic plants. Having such
databases available to the public is essential to move progress
in -omics studies forward. The EST databases are available
through the Gang Laboratory Web page at http://ag.arizona.edu/
research/ganglab/basilESTs.htm and at http://ag.arizona.edu/
research/ganglab/ArREST.htm.

The metabolomic approaches pursued by the CPNPMR and
by Gang’s laboratory primarily exploit MS as the data acquisi-
tion technology of preference. This is primarily attributable to
its greater sensitivity and dynamic range of metabolite concen-
tration when compared to other techniques such as nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. However, the uni-
formity, reproducibility, and ubiquity of the NMR response
coupled with the requirement for limited sample preparation
make NMR the ideal tool for broad-range profiling of abundant
metabolites and for metabolite fingerprinting of extensive sample
collections. Constitutive levels of metabolites readily respond
to perturbations in environmental conditions, including breeding
processes as well as direct molecular bioengineering approaches.
NMR profiling, typically in conjunction with multivariate
analyses, is particularly adept at identifying such changes. In
other words, NMR-based metabolite profiling is well suited to
monitor and quantify the degree of metabolic impact induced
by genetics, environment, or bioengineering.

Adrian Charlton, at Central Science Laboratory, York, U.K.,
and his colleagues have applied NMR analysis to pea (Pisum
satiVum) extracts to define the impact of environment and
genetic diversity on baseline metabolite profiles (31, 32). The
plants, as discussed at the symposium, included 20 diverse lines
of Pisum, 20 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from a
wide cross (betweenP. satiVumcv. Ethiopia andP. satiVum
cv. Cennia), four independent transgenic lines derived from
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation ofP. satiVum (cv.
Puget) using a construct composed of a trypsin inhibitor (TI)
gene promoter-GUSfusion and abar selectable marker gene,
and control lines that were azygous segregants, identified at T2

or T3 generations for every transformed line. This allowed eight
data groupings (identified in parentheses) and defined as follows:

(i) RILs grown in 2003 (RI-03)
(ii) RILs grown in 2004 (RI-04)
(iii) cv. Puget plants sown at monthly intervals (Mnth) under

glasshouse conditions in an experiment designed to investigate
the effect of growing season on metabolite profiles

(iv) cv. Puget plants grown in a range of environments (Envi)
including a controlled environment room, glasshouse, polytun-
nel, and outdoor plots

(v) diverse germplasm lines harvested in 2003 (GP03)
(vi) drought-stressed transgenic and azygous plants (Drought)

grown in one season
(vii) well-watered transgenic plants (W/T) grown in one

season
(viii) well-watered azygous plants (W/N) grown in one season
Leaf samples were harvested from all plants at the onset of

flowering, and seeds were harvested at maturity, following
desiccation. NMR analysis on these samples followed a previ-
ously established protocol (32). The NMR profiles were
subjected to statistical analysis using a number of approaches,
including principal components analysis (PCA), partial least-
squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), analysis of variance
(ANOVA), and Student’st test. Spectra were subjected to
statistical analysis to determine the regions of the NMR spectra
that exhibited the greatest variation and also to identify profiles
that could be correlated with genotype, environment, or trans-
genesis. PCA identified the watering regimen as the factor that
affected leaf composition most significantly. Clear separation
between the well-watered plants and those that had been
subjected to drought was seen when the first two principal
component scores were plotted. It was also apparent that the
genotype of the plants significantly affected the metabolome.
Many of the individual genotypes from the diverse germplasm
formed tight and distinct data clusters (33) when subjected to
PCA. Using PLS-DA, it was possible to classify the leaf extracts
as derived from transgenic, or azygous, plants, and this
classification was more successful when the plants were well-
watered than when they were drought-stressed. It was not
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possible to separate the transgenic plants from the azygous
controls when both the drought-stressed and well-watered plants
were treated as one group. This strongly suggests that any impact
on the metabolome that is conferred by the function of the
transgene may be masked by larger environmental effects, such
as drought.

Figure 1 shows the NMR intensities at approximately 2.33
ppm, determined for the eight groups. The results of thet test
performed on the well-watered transgenic (W/T) and azygous
control (W/N) groups show that the metabolite that gave rise
to this resonance is present at an elevated level in the transgenic
plants (p< 0.0001). It is also clear that the wide range of genetic
diversity for this metabolite, observed in both the RILs (RI-03,
RI-04) and diverse germplasm (GP03), exceeds the elevated
range determined for the transgenic plants. In the case of this
particular metabolite, the difference between the transgenic and
azygous control groups was statistically the most significant
single-point difference in the pea leaf metabolome, as observed
by NMR. However, when the range of concentrations of this
metabolite, as affected by environmental factors and genotype,
is considered, it is clear that the relevance of this significant
difference in the context of genetically modified (GM) safety
evaluation is minimal.

In agrobiotechnology, this complex interaction of genes and
a multitude of environmental conditions leads to large genotype
× environment (G× E) experimental designs, which easily
generate hundreds to thousands of individual samples. Most
published literature on plant metabolomics describes studies of
fewer than 100 samples. However, field trials and comprehen-
sive G× E plots call for sample sizes that will require analysis
over weeks and years, in order to store, disseminate, and query
metabolic phenotypes that may be needed to guide the genera-
tion of further crop genotypes or even to support regulatory
purposes. Therefore, validated sample preparation protocols and
monitoring of quality control are required to ensure the long-
term robustness of data acquisition.

Recently, an overall data model has been proposed for
capturing the different components of plant metabolomic
experiments aimed at comparability and reusability of data: an
Architecture for Metabolomics, ArMet (34). This architecture
is based on nine modules, among them the experimental design
modules “BioSource” and “Growth”, but also containing
modules reporting on sample preparation, data collection, data
analysis, and data treatment. The ArMet report strongly
emphasized that actual implementations may differ from the
nine-module structure. Consequently, Oliver Fiehn and col-
leagues at the University of CaliforniasDavis have developed
a database implementation that more strongly focuses on the
description of the underlying biological study, which was
suggested to generally follow a G× E experimental design,
but which differed from the ArMet schema in two important
features: (a) each given subdescription of the BioSource (e.g.,
inclusion of different genotypes and different organs in a study)
will define statistically different classes and (b) growth condi-
tions are now subdivided in hierarchy levels of increasing detail,
from general growth conditions that apply to all plants within
a study to different treatments (such as abiotic stress or soil
types) to the duration and intensity of such treatments. Each G
× E design defines a class or a statistically independent group
that is used for randomizing the injection sequence in the
analytical laboratory (which may span several months, if the
study design is large) but also serves as a template for
randomizing analysis sequences in the laboratory.

This database schema has been implemented asSetupX
system since June 2005 at the University of CaliforniasDavis
Genome Center metabolomics laboratories (http://fiehnlab.uc-
davis.edu/db/setupx). It is seamlessly integrated with a multi-
layered data processing algorithm calledBinBaseto filter and
annotate metabolite profiling results (35), which are then
exported to the user for statistical investigation. As a test case
for the implementation of the “study design database”SetupX
and its integration with the subsequent raw data processing

Figure 1. Range of NMR intensities observed for a metabolite resonating at 2.33 ppm. The range of metabolite concentrations for each treatment is
shown by the height of the colored plot for each group. The width of the colored areas represents the proportion of the total number of observations (in
each group) having a particular NMR intensity. The number of plants contributing to each group is indicated above or below the group. The group names
are defined in the text.
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databaseBinBase, over 1300 potato tuber chromatograms were
assigned to their corresponding 48 experimental design classes,
consisting of 12 genetically different plant lines grown in 4
slightly different soil plots. Six GM potato lines were selected,
three lines based on the level of gene overexpression of a
sucrose:sucrosyltransferase (SST) and three lines based on
overexpression of a fructose:fructosyltransferase in addition to
the first genetic modification (SSTFFT). These six GM lines
were compared to six conventional cultivars. Potatoes were
planted in four blocks of different soil types and grown
throughout the spring and summer of 2003, without any further
treatment or growth-related experimental design. A total of 48
classes (12 genotypes and 4 soil blocks) were compared.

The SetupXsystem is linked with the NCBI taxonomy
database, so that the metabolomic database can also be queried
for results of species that are related in taxonomic terms.
Although the NCBI taxonomy database is not an authoritative
primary source for taxonomic or phylogenetic information, it
presents a very comprehensive and continuously updated source
of information of species and their phylogenetic relationships.
Consequently, it may serve general metabolomic annotations
better than databases that focus on specific kingdoms or species.
The inclusion of taxonomic information even at the level of
data entry further serves convenience in use because either
systematic names or synonyms can be used by researchers. For
the case of a “potato” field trial, a species definition such as
“potato” is automatically replaced by “Solanum tuberosum”, and
additional subspecies may be selected if available (Solanum
tuberosumsubsp.andigena). However, a genus entry alone is
insufficient such as for the case of “Arabidopsis”, and users
are subsequently asked to specify a species. An extension of
theSetupXdatabase is planned by linking BioSource entries to
content definitions given by the plant ontology consortium
(http://www.plantontology.org).

After the physical objects (genotypes and organs, tissues or
cell types) have been defined in BioSource, “growth” description
is requested where growing conditions that were overall identical
for all samples in the study, such as climatic data for the growing
seasons, soil type, or plant developmental stage at harvest, are
entered. If a G× E experiment was carried out at different
sites, each site might have a different “growth” description
leading to different classes. Similarly, classes are generated by
different “treatment” designs, such as different types of fertilizers
and/or different degrees of fertilization. It is important to note
that the “sample preparation” module consists of different layers
that call for extraction and derivatization Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs), but may also generate classes if different
protocols were used on the same type of plant material as part
of method development and validation. However, no module
differentiation is given for the actual analytical and data
processing steps, because these are defined in the metabolomics
laboratories and the associatedBinBasedatabase and cannot
be altered or defined by external users. The use of theSetupX
system should facilitate the collection and analysis of large-
scale field studies designed to evaluate G× E interactions and
the associated variability in the metabolome.

This schema of combining study design with standard
operating procedures and quality control has been implemented
in a metabolomic database and demonstrated for a study on
“substantial equivalence” of genetically modified potatoes
compared to classical cultivars (36). The concept of substantial
equivalence is a key step in the safety assessment process and
is used to identify similarities and differences between the
genetically modified food and its closest traditional counterpart

with a history of safe use (37, 38). Application of the concept
is not a safety assessment in itself but a starting point to structure
the safety assessment of the genetically modified food relative
to its traditional counterpart.

The World Health Organization and the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization acknowledged in May 2000 (38)
that some aspects in the safety assessment process for novel
foods could be refined. They indicated that profiling techniques
following validation could be considered as a useful supplement
to current practices for compositional analysis of novel foods.
As discussed above, profiling crops using a diverse set of
analytical and bioinformatics tools with a broad range of
detection capabilities has the potential, when fully validated,
to enhance the understanding of crop composition. These issues
will be more fully explored in the next section.

FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY

The European Thematic Network on the Safety Assessment
of Genetically Modified Foods (ENTRANSFOOD) is funded
by the European Commission as part of the 5th Framework
program (www.entransfood.com). The Network has developed
a detailed and integrated approach for the safety assessment of
foods derived from GM crops by assessing the characteristics
of (i) the parent crop, (ii) the donor, transgenes, and the genetic
modification process, (iii) the expressed gene product(s), and
(iv) the new GM crop/food. Harry Kuiper, at RIKILT Institute
of Food Safety, Wageningen University and Research Centre,
The Netherlands, a leader of this initiative, outlined the
objectives and research programs of the participating groups
(39). His presentation focused on the detection of potential
unintended alterations in the composition of GM food crops. It
should also be noted that unintended effects on the concentra-
tions of plant constituents often occur in classical plant breeding
through recombination or mutagenic events. Reports of unin-
tended effects in conventionally bred plants have appeared: for
instance, high contents of furanocoumarins in celery and
glycoalkaloids in potatoes or high cucurbitacin levels in squash
(40). In practice, extensive back-crossing during classical
breeding is aimed at the removal of unintended effects, thus
preventing serious food safety problems.

Detection of unintended effects in GM food crops relies on
targeted approaches, that is, comparative determination in GM
and non-GM products of levels of selected macro- and micro-
nutrients, antinutrients, and known toxins. Limitations of this
approach lie in the still fragmented knowledge of plant metabolic
pathways and the “biased” selection of compounds. To increase
the probability of detecting unintended effects, Kuiper suggests
that nontargeted approaches, using comprehensive profiling or
-omics techniques, should be further developed and validated
(40,41). These profiling methods may be of particular relevance
in the case of GM food crops with altered nutritional and/or
health beneficial properties obtained through multiple gene
insertions and modification of specific pathways. The ap-
proaches identified by Kuiper included gene expression analysis,
proteomics (2D gel electrophoresis and MALDI-TOF-MS), and
metabolic profiling (LC-MS/MS and LC-NMR).

Microarrays of ESTs from green and red-ripe conventionally
bred tomatoes hybridized with mRNA extracted from the
tomatoes in the different ripening stages showed distinct
hybridization patterns. This suggested that potential differences
in levels of compounds such as tomatins, which alter during
ripening, may be traced if changed as a result of genetic
modification. Proteomic analyses of these tomatoes also indi-
cated distinct differences in expression profiles. This suggests
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large variation in gene expression and protein profiles during
normal tomato development.

Results were also presented of gene expression analyses of
GM tomatoes (cv. Ailsa Craig), which had been altered in
carotenoid and flavonoid content. This study indicated that the
intended changes in the levels of these compounds could be
identified by transcriptomic profiling.1H NMR-based metabolic
profiling of the GM Ailsa Craig tomatoes and its azygous control
indicated that GM Ailsa Craig tomatoes contained 5-8 times
higher concentrations of cyclopropyl-sterol (cycloartenol) com-
pared to controls. This change may be considered as an intended
effect.

Kuiper concluded that the results from microarray technology,
proteomics, and metabolite profiling may be successfully applied
to screen for intended and unintended side effects of GM foods.
However, before these techniques can routinely be used for
safety assessment, much additional work needs to be done with
respect to the development of uniform sampling and extraction
procedures, instrument methodology optimization, multivariate
data analysis strategies, and databases containing profiling data
from both microarray and compositional analysis under diverse
developmental stages and environmental conditions. Currently,
efforts are underway initiated by the Metabolomics Society to
develop and implement minimum reporting standards and
current best practice protocols in the “Metabolomics Standards
Initiative” (MSI) (http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/).

As implied above, new plant products developed through
biotechnology are required to undergo extensive safety and
nutritional assessment prior to marketing as human and animal
feed. A critical component of this is the analysis of key nutrients
and antinutrients present in the plant. Guidance regarding the
choice of analytes to monitor is provided from organizations
such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) that publish consensus documents on
compositional considerations for new plants (42). These docu-
ments provide scientifically based guidelines that are acceptable
to national regulatory bodies for the relevant nutrients and
antinutrients to be analyzed for new crop varieties.

Compositional assessments of biotechnology-derived (bio-
tech) crops require analyses, not only of the biotech and parental
control hybrids but also of a range of conventional commercially
available hybrids grown at the same locations. Analytical data
from the conventional hybrids can be used to develop a tolerance
interval, defined as a statistically determined range that repre-
sents a given percentage of the commercial population. This
interval is utilized to place any observed analyte differences
between the biotech and parental crop within a contextual
framework of natural variation for that analyte (43, 44).

The concept of natural variability of crop analytes is fully
recognized, yet the extent of this variability is rarely considered
when direct comparisons between biotech and control lines are
pursued. Tracey L. Reynolds and her colleagues at Monsanto
Co. recently described a study to understand baseline variability
in hybrid corn grain composition (45). As part of this study,
seven conventional corn hybrids were grown in four different
locations in the European Union, and grain was harvested and
analyzed for a range of metabolites using classical, quantitative
methodology (45). These analytes included proximates (mois-
ture, protein, fat, ash, and carbohydrate), fatty acids, amino acids,
vitamins, and minerals. Of the 4935 hybrid-to-hybrid analyte
comparisons possible, 40% were found to be statistically
significantly different (p< 0.05). The largest differences were
seen in the fatty acids, minerals, and protein. In these instances,
the difference from the mean ranged from 0.84 to 149%. To

assess the effects of environment on corn composition, com-
parisons were made between analytes for a single hybrid grown
at all sites. Of the 1974 comparisons possible for an individual
hybrid across sites, 22% (429) were found to be statistically
significantly different (p < 0.05). The individual hybrids had
statistical differences ranging from 16 to 27% of the total
comparisons. The largest differences were found in minerals,
specifically calcium, manganese, and copper. In summary, this
study emphasized the range of natural variation in the biochemi-
cal composition of commercially available crops and the need
to understand this variability when direct comparisons between
a biotech and control line are made.

Over the past 15 years, Ron Tjeerdema and colleagues, at
the University of CaliforniasDavis, have focused on applying
NMR-based techniques to environmental safety issues. Origi-
nally, surface-probe31P NMR was used to elucidate the in vivo
actions of natural stresses (e.g., hypoxia, salinity, or temperature
change) or agricultural pesticides on energetics in the eggs,
larvae, or adults of various aquatic invertebrates and fishes (46-
60). As the action of electron transport inhibitors or oxidative
phosphorylation uncouplers can be monitored in real time, in
vivo NMR represents a powerful approach to assess biochemical
mechanisms in intact organisms. However, limited signal
sensitivity restricts its use in assessing the impacts of agro-
chemicals on whole organism health.

In recent years, Tjeerdema’s group has begun to apply more
sensitive1H NMR-based metabolomics to characterize organ-
ismal health and the metabolic perturbations that result from
exposure to either natural stress factors (61-63) or hazardous
chemicals (64-66) in the environment. For example, they have
used this approach to determine the metabolic actions of
withering syndrome, a metabolic disease caused by the pathogen
Candidatus xenohaliotis californiensis(a gastrointestinal intra-
cellular Rickettsiales-like prokaryote) in abalone (Haliotis spp.;
61, 63). They have also investigated the actions of agricultural
pesticides (diazinon, dinoseb, and esfenvalerate;65, 66) or
solvents (trichloroethylene;64) on the developing life stages
of Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and Japanese
medaka (Oryzias latipes).

Specifically, the elucidation of the actions of trichloroethylene
(TCE; at 0, 8.76, 21.9, 43.8, 87.6, and 175 mg/L) on medaka
embryos (64) and the relative sensitivities of the traditional and
metabolomic endpoints were compared. Although the no-
observable-effect level (NOEL) for hatching success (the most
sensitive traditional endpoint) was 164 mg/L TCE, metabolic
perturbations as detected by1H NMR were observed at
all concentrations. Additionally, 12 metabolites that ex-
hibited highly significant dose-response relationships were
identified, suggesting a high energetic cost from TCE exposure
(Figure 2).

Additionally, embryos were exposed to low levels of TCE
and sampled on each of the 8 days of embryogenesis. Projections
of two-dimensional (2D)J-resolved NMR spectra were obtained,
and PCA revealed developmental metabolic trajectories that
characterized the basal and TCE-perturbed changes in the entire
NMR-visible metabolome throughout embryogenesis (Figure
3). Although no occurrences of mortality, gross deformity, or
developmental retardation were apparent, TCE-induced meta-
bolic perturbations were observed by the eighth day. Thus, the
fundamental advantage of metabolomics for assessing chemical
toxicity over morphologic endpoints is increased sensitivity and
the ability to monitor hundreds of metabolites simultaneously,
providing a more comprehensive assessment of whole organism
health.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN NUTRITION, DIET, AND HEALTH

The identification of dietary components that can slow or
prevent chronic disease progression in humans is an exciting
and active field today. Yet results from epidemiological and
controlled clinical studies on bioactive food components have
been inconsistent in demonstrating the type of robust protection
against chronic disease progression that would be predicted from
the many studies on the effects of foodstuffs in cell culture and
animal models. For example, of 55 epidemiological studies that
evaluated the relationship between crucifer ingestion and risk
for cancer, 22 failed to report any inverse relationship (67). Of
seven cohort studies of crucifer intake on cancer progression,
none revealed any significant beneficial effect (68). Reasons
for the failure to consistently translate efficacy in test model
systems to the human situation are manifold. Major contributors
include variation in levels of the putative bioactive components
within the plant, the effects of food processing, and the varied
response of genetically different individuals.

The impact on public health when exposure to bioactive food
components drops below threshold levels is clearly important
and must be addressed. The laboratory of Elizabeth Jeffery, at
the University of Illinois, has sought to identify causes for the
variation in efficacy observed in studies on the anticancer
activity of broccoli, with a focus on sulforaphane and other
anticarcinogens. Together with plant geneticists from the
laboratory of John Juvik, Jeffery has identified substantial
variation in the content of glucosinolates across broccoli varieties
and across growing seasons. The major indolyl glucosinolate,
glucobrassicin, is hydrolyzed to indol-3-carbinol, a bioactive
component that may protect against breast cancer. Levels of
indolyl glucosinolate have a greater dependence on environment
(33% of variation) than genotype (12% of variation) (69). The
relatively minor role of genotype in dictating glucobrassicin
levels clearly emphasizes the importance of effective pre- or

postharvest treatments in promoting sufficient dietary exposure
to the anticancer effects of glucobrassicin.

On the other hand, variation in the content of aliphatic
glucosinolates such as glucoraphanin, the thioglycoside
precursor of the bioactive sulforaphane, is>60% dependent
upon genotype (69). This would appear to support the develop-
ment of broccoli hybrids bred to provide enhanced levels of
glucoraphanin (70). However, the Jeffery laboratory has estab-
lished that there is no correlation between glucoraphanin levels
and yield of sulforaphane. When broccoli is crushed, gluc-
oraphanin is hydrolyzed by the enzyme myrosinase. This yields
not only sulforaphane (an isothiocyanate) but, to a far greater
extent (80%), the inactive sulforaphane nitrile (71, 72). The

Figure 2. PCA loads plot (for the PC1−PC2 axis) from analysis of the
1D NMR spectra of medaka embryos exposed to a series of five TCE
concentrations. Positive peaks correspond to metabolites that are at higher
concentration in TCE-exposed embryos, whereas negative ones cor-
respond to metabolites that are at lower concentration. Peaks: 1, ATP;
2, histidine-like compound (unassigned); 3, histidine; 4, phenylalanine; 5,
tyrosine; 6, glycogen; 7, glucose; 8, glycine-betaine; 9, phosphocreatine;
10, glutamine; 11, glutamate; 12, lactate; 13, valine; 14, isoleucine.

Figure 3. PCA scores plots from the analysis of the projections of 2D
J-resolved NMR spectra of medaka embryos exposed to 0.0 (b), 0.88
(4), or 8.76 (×) mg/L TCE: (a) analysis includes all time points from
fertilization (day 1) to immediately prior to hatching (day 8), illustrating
the concept of developmental metabolic trajectories that characterize the
basal and TCE-perturbed metabolic changes throughout embryogenesis;
(b) analysis of the 8-day-old embryos only, to emphasize the metabolic
perturbation induced by TCE.
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Jeffery laboratory has now shown that formation of inactive
nitrile is driven by a myrosinase cofactor, termed the epith-
iospecifier protein, which is able to complex and remove the
sulfur atom (73). There is considerable variability in levels of
the epithiospecifier protein expressed in broccoli varieties,
implying that it may be under strong genetic control and that
broccoli varieties may be developed in the future that lack
expression of epithiospecifier protein. This, in principle, would
provide a far greater yield of the bioactive sulforaphane (73).

Interestingly, steaming broccoli for as little as 1-2 min
destroys the heat-labile epithiospecifier protein, whereas con-
tinued heating destroys myrosinase activity. Thus, overcooked
broccoli provides a diet of nonhydrolyzed glucosinolates.
Although these glucosinolate metabolites present no anticarci-
nogenic activity, gut microflora within the mammalian host are
able to hydrolyze the thioglucose, thus yielding bioactive
glucoraphanin. In other words, issues related to modifying levels
of epithiospecifier protein may be rendered moot if broccoli
were heated sufficiently during food preparation. Preliminary
studies in human subjects show that although some sulforaphane
metabolites are excreted in urine following the ingestion of
nonhydrolyzed glucosinolates, the yield is much greater from
either raw or briefly heated broccoli. Interestingly, not all
Crucifereae express this epithiospecifier protein. Thus, radish
(Raphanus satiVusL.) and mustard (Sinapis albaL.) yield only
bioactive isothiocyanates upon hydrolysis (74) due to the
absence of epithiospecifier protein.

The studies described above indicate that the precursor to a
bioactive component may not provide a high or consistent yield.
This can be attributed to the formation of alternate products,
the effects of processing, or even altered bioavailability. It is
apparent that rather than monitoring the effects of genotype,
environment, and processing on a single putative bioactive
component, it may be prudent to study an entire group of
biosynthetically related metabolites and/or enzymes that con-
stitute a pathway. Such “metabolic profiling” or “targeted”
metabolomics approaches may identify stable genotypes that
can be used to provide plants with consistently expressed
amounts of a bioactive component. This, in turn, would allow
epidemiological and clinical studies to more consistently reflect
potential health benefits.

Developments in the field of nutrigenomics (see
www.nugo.org) are now revealing that human genotypes may
dictate differing dietary needs to maintain health. However,
given the range in composition and function (and choice!) of
food, coordinating appropriate dietary intake with the immediate
health requirements of an individual represents a formidable
challenge in the 21st century (75). In the future, health
assessments may require integrating accurate measurements of
the human metabolome with accurate metabolomic assessments
of foodstuffs. An overview of lipids (also referred to as
“lipidomics”) provides context within which to model the overall
scientific challenge. Lipids are responsible for much of the
beneficial sensory attributes and, thereby, preferences for
particular foods. However, the overconsumption of specific
classes of fats by individuals is implicated in the etiology of
many human chronic and nonchronic diseases.

It has been argued that we must (i) provide a more accurate
and mechanistic understanding of the nutritional impact of
different dietary lipids and (ii) understand variation in humans
in terms of their needs for, and responses to, those lipids (75).
Research in Bruce German’s laboratory, at the University of
CaliforniasDavis, seeks, through metabolomics and genomics
advances, to bring to fruition a system of individual health

assessment coupled with guided dietary composition. From an
agricultural perspective, this would lead to more precise
estimates of benefits and risks of modulating the lipid composi-
tion of commodities and foods. From a health perspective, this
knowledge will develop quantitative and predictive indices of
metabolic status and how diet can influence metabolism toward
a net beneficial long-term trajectory and better health. An
intriguing question being asked by the German laboratory is
“Precisely what diets improve not just one aspect of disease
risk, but overall improved health when consuming them?” As
such, German is investigating milk, the only food biomaterial
designed by evolutionary pressure to explicitly nourish and
improve the overall health of mammals. Bioinformatics ap-
proaches are now collating the entire family of genes responsible
for lactation (the milk genome) in various mammals and to
combine this with biochemical methods to deconstruct milk
composition. It is proposed that this will ultimately lead to the
annotation of specific milk components with the biological
benefits they provide to consumers (76).

CONCLUSIONS

These examples show the breadth of metabolomic studies
related to agriculture and food, despite the nascent stage of the
field. Since this ACS symposium was held, several reviews of
metabolomics and their application in plant sciences have now
appeared (see, e.g., refs77-79). Some of these have addressed
development in analytical technologies for metabolome data
acquisition, whereas others have discussed approaches to man-
aging and interrogating the large datasets generated in metabo-
lomic experiments (80-82) or visualizing metabolic information
(83). Although much progress has been demonstrated, challenges
remain before the complex information generated by metabo-
lomic research can be fully interpreted and applied to an
understanding of the biological systems upon which modern
agriculture is based.
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